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FILTERED SUBSPACE ITERATION FOR SELFADJOINT OPERATORS
JAY GOPALAKRISHNAN, LUKA GRUBIŠIĆ, AND JEFFREY OVALL
Abstract. We consider the problem of computing a cluster of eigenvalues (and its associ-
ated eigenspace) of a (possibly unbounded) selfadjoint operator in a Hilbert space. A rational
function of the operator is constructed such that the eigenspace of interest is its dominant
eigenspace, and a subspace iteration procedure is used to approximate this eigenspace. The
computed space is then used to obtain approximations of the eigenvalues of interest. An
eigenvalue and eigenspace convergence analysis that considers both iteration error and dis-
cretization error is provided. A realization of the proposed approach for a model second-order
elliptic operator is based on a discontinuous Petrov-Galerkin discretization of the resolvent,
and a variety of numerical experiments illustrate its performance.
1. Introduction
Let A : dompAq Ď H Ñ H be a closed, selfadjoint operator (not necessarily bounded)
in a complex Hilbert space H (cf. [22]), whose (real) spectrum is denoted by ΣpAq. We
are interested in computationally approximating a subset Λ of the spectrum that consists of
a finite collection of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. To approximate Λ, we discretize and
apply filtered subspace iteration, which can be roughly described as follows. First, a “filter” is
selected that transforms the eigenspace of the cluster of eigenvalues of interest (namely Λ) to
the dominant eigenspace of another, bounded operator. Next, subspace iteration is applied
using the bounded operator. Starting with an initial subspace (usually chosen randomly),
the bounded operator is repeatedly applied to it, generating a sequence of subspaces that
typically converges to the eigenspace of Λ.
This eigenspace, namely the span of all the eigenvectors associated with elements of Λ, is
denoted by E. Then m “ dimE, being the sum of multiplicities of each element of Λ, is
finite, and we assume m ě 1. Throughout this paper, the multiplicity ` of an eigenvalue λ
of an operator refers to its algebraic multiplicity, i.e., λ is a pole of order ` of the resolvent
of that operator; and we recall that, for a selfadjoint operator A, the algebraic multiplicity
of λ coincides with its geometric multiplicity, dim kerpλ ´ Aq. In the next section, we shall
see that one can transform E into the dominant eigenspace of certain filtered operators
(precisely defined later) provided Λ is strictly separated from the remainder of the spectrum.
To quantify the separation, we assume there are y P R, δ ą 0 and γ ą 0 such that
Λ Ă tx P R : |x´ y| ă γu, ΣpAqzΛ Ă tx P R : |x´ y| ě p1` δqγu,(1)
The number δ provides a measure of the relative gap between the eigenvalues of interest and
the rest of the spectrum—relative to the radius γ of the interval in which we are seeking
eigenvalues. The assumption (1) holds tacitly throughout the paper.
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As seen in the next section, the construction of filters can be motivated by approxima-
tions of a Dunford-Taylor contour integral. Following [3], we identify two different classes of
methods in the existing literature that use such contour integrals for computation of a tar-
geted cluster of eigenvalues of matrices. One class of methods, that often goes by the name
SSM [29] (see also [6,20]), approximates Λ by the eigenvalues of a system of moment matrices
based on contour integrals. The matrices are obtained by approximating the integrals by a
quadrature, and the approximation error depends on the accuracy of the quadrature.
Another class of methods, more related to our present contribution in that they apply
filtered subspace iterations to matrices, goes by the name of “FEAST” [25] (see also [18,
32]). They also use quadratures to approximate a contour integral, but the eigenvalues are
approximated by a Rayleigh-Ritz procedure using the original matrix. In our view, the use of
quadratures in such algorithms is essentially different from their use in SSM-like approaches.
Quadratures in FEAST are only used to develop the filter used in a subspace iteration. A
consequence of this is that the quadrature error is essentially irrelevant in our error analysis.
All the above-mentioned previous works considered matrices on finite-dimensional spaces.
Our main point of departure is in the consideration of (possibly unbounded) linear opera-
tors A on Hilbert spaces, thus at once generalizing the matrix case, as well as the case of
bounded linear operators. This generalization is motivated by our desire to approximate
eigenvalues of differential operators that are closed unbounded operators in appropriate
Lebesgue spaces. A classical example of such an operator is provided by the Schrödinger
operator on an unbounded domain with a potential well, which gives rise to spectra with
a few practically interesting eigenvalues separated from its continuous spectrum (see § 6.4).
Of course, in practice, one must work with finite-dimensional approximations obtained by
discretizations. Nonetheless, to analyze how the errors in the finally computed eigenvalues
depend on the discretization and filter parameters, it is useful to start from the infinite-
dimensional case and study the perturbations made. The difficulty in analyzing discretiza-
tion errors for the unbounded operator eigenproblem is that many of the existing standard
tools [4] are not directly applicable.
When A is a differential operator on an infinite-dimensional space, some approximations to
bring the computations into finite-dimensional spaces are practically necessary. To quickly
outline the approximation approach in this paper, recall that the spectral projector onto
E, which we denote by S, is characterized by a Dunford-Taylor contour integral of the
resolvent Rpzq. Its N -term quadrature approximation is denoted by SN . In the expression
defining SN , when Rpzq is replaced by a computable finite-rank approximation Rhpzq, we
obtain ShN . Here h is some discretization parameter inversely related to a computational
finite-dimensional space (usually related to grid spacing). By repeated application of ShN , a
subspace iteration produces a sequence of subspaces that potentially approximate E.
Does this iteration converge to some space Eh? We give a positive answer for certain filters
when (1) holds. The convergence of subspaces is measured in the “gap” metric, which may be
defined using a possibly stronger norm than the H-norm. The example of selfadjoint elliptic
differential operators on H “ L2pΩq illustrates the need to measure eigenfunction errors in a
stronger norm like the H1pΩq-norm. To our knowledge, this is first work to address the issue
of convergence of FEAST iterations in stronger norms. Among the several other questions
we address are these: Does Eh approximate E? Do the Ritz values of Eh approximate Λ? As
we shall see, such questions can be satisfactorily answered for general selfadjoint operators by
identifying certain abstract conditions. As a worked-out example, we verify these conditions
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for a model operator and a discontinuous Petrov Galerkin (DPG) discretization. Our findings
indicate that, while increasing N may affect the speed of convergence of the filtered subspace
iteration (to Eh), it has little effect on the discretization error (the gap between E and Eh).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we analyze practical rational
filters based on quadrature approximation of a contour integral by the trapezoid rule on
circles or ellipses associated with an interval containing the eigenvalues of interest. Section 3
provides an analysis of an inexact subspace iteration, which allows for perturbation errors
in the application of the filter that might naturally arise in practice, and permits the use
of other norms that may be of interest. Discretization errors are considered in Section 4,
where the gap between the dominant eigenspaces of the filter and its discrete realization is
bounded using the errors in discretizing the resolvent at the quadrature points of the filter.
Eigenvalue errors are then bounded using the square of this subspace gap. Analysis of a DPG
discretization of the resolvent of a model operator in Section 5 provides an example of how
abstract conditions on the resolvent might be verified in practice. The practical performance
of the FEAST algorithm with the DPG discretization is reported in Section 6, where we
also compute the bound states of a Schrödinger operator with a short range potential. An
appendix offers remarks on a Zolotarev rational filter.
2. Rational Filters
Let A, Λ and E be as discussed previously. The goal of this section is to provide a few
concrete examples of filters. As already mentioned, filters are linear operators on H having
E as their dominant eigenspace, in the sense made precise below.
Suppose that Γ Ă CzΣpAq is a positively oriented, simple, closed contour that encloses Λ







pz ´ ξq´1 dz “
#
1, ξ P G,
0, ξ P CzpGY Γq.
(2)
Thus rpξq equals a.e. the indicator function of G in C. The associated (orthogonal) spectral







where Rpzq “ pz ´ Aq´1 is the resolvent, a bounded linear operator on H for each z P Γ.
Since Γ encloses Λ and no other element of ΣpAq, its well known that
E “ ranpSq.(4)
Furthermore, by functional calculus (see [26, Theorem VIII.5], [30, Theorem 5.9] or [7, Sec-
tion 6.4]), if pλ, φq P ΣpAq ˆ dompAq satisfies Aφ “ λφ, then Sφ “ rpAqφ “ rpλqφ. Since
rpλq equals 1 for all λ P Λ and equals 0 for all other elements of ΣpAq, the desired eigenspace
E of A is now the dominant eigenspace of S “ rpAq. In this sense, S is an ideal filter.
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for some wk, zk P C. The corresponding rational filter is the operator





which can be viewed as an approximation of S. It is common to refer to SN , as well as the
rational function rNpξq, as the “filter.” As in the case of S, if pλ, φq P ΣpAqˆdompAq satisfies
Aφ “ λφ, then SNφ “ rNpλqφ. In particular, the set Λ of eigenvalues of interest have been
mapped to trNpλq : λ P Λu by the filter.
Below, we provide an analysis of some practical filters rN such that these mapped eigen-












is less than 1. We take the number κ to be a measure of filter quality. We shall see in Section 3
that one wants κ ! 1 for fast convergence of a subspace iteration. Using the numbers y, γ,













where Oyδ,γ “ tx P R : |x ´ y| ě p1 ` δqγu and Iyγ “ tx P R : |x ´ y| ď γu. Since κ ď κ̂, the
quantity κ̂ gives a bound for the filter quality. The relevance of W will be clear in Section 4.
2.1. Filters based on the trapezoid rule on a circle. Let η ą 0, y P C, φ P R. If the
N -subinterval uniform trapezoid rule is used approximate rpξq on the circle Γ “ tηeipθ`φq`y :
θ P r0, 2πqu, the corresponding quadrature points and weights are
θk “ 2πk{N, zk “ ηe
ipθk`φq ` y, wk “ ηe
ipθk`φq{N.(10)
An obvious choice of parameters is when the radius of the circular contour η equals γ and
the angular shift φ is zero, but this does not guarantee κ̂ ă 1 for all δ and N , in contrast to
the following two cases:
η “ γ, φ “ ˘π{N.(11a)
η “ γ{21{N , φ “ 0.(11b)
In the context of digital filters, the case φ “ ´π{N is often referred to as the Butterworth
filter (see [19, Section 12.6] or [18, (3.8)]). The second case has real poles slightly inside the
interval of interest, and is chosen so that, for x, y P R, |rNpxq| ě 1 only for |x´ y| ď γ. The
filters and their corresponding poles (quadrature points) are pictured in Figure 1 for N “ 8.
Lemma 2.1 (Properties of circle filters). Consider the circle filters given by (10). We have
W “ η ď γ, for both filters in (11).(12a)
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If N is even, then
κ̂ “
2
p1` δqN ` 1
ă 1 for the filter in (11a),(12b)
κ̂ “
1
2p1` δqN ´ 1
ă 1 for the filter in (11b).(12c)
Proof. It is obvious from the expression for wk in (10) that W “
řN´1
k“0 η{N “ η, so (12a)
follows immediately.









eiNφ ´ ppξ ´ yq{ηqN
.(13)
For the special case η “ 1, y “ 0, φ “ 0, this claim follows from a partial fraction decompo-
sition of pξN ´ 1q´1, recognizing that ξN ´ 1 “
śN´1
k“0 pξ ´ zkq. Its extension to the general
case readily follows from the obvious change of variable. Restricting (13) to the real line, it





1{2, η “ γ, φ “ ˘π{N,






rp1` δqN ` 1s´1, η “ γ, φ “ ˘π{N,
r2p1` δqN ´ 1s´1, η “ γ{21{N , φ “ 0,
(15)
for any y P R. This proves (12b) and (12c). 
Remark 2.2. It can proved by similar arguments that the case η “ γ, φ “ 0 has
W “ η, κ̂ “
1
p1` δqN ´ 1
.
Thus this circle filter has κ̂ ă 1 only when p1`δqN ą 2, whereas the two filters we considered
in (11) have κ̂ ă 1 unconditionally. We also note that, when p1 ` δqN ą 3, the case η “
γ, φ “ 0 yields a smaller κ̂ than the case η “ γ, φ “ ˘π{N .
2.2. Filters based on the trapezoid rule on an ellipse. Let η ą 0, y P C, σ, φ P R










` y : θ P r0, 2πq
)
,














for θk “ 2πk{N . The semi-major axis of the ellipse is ηpρ` ρ
´1q{2, and it is aligned with the
line teiσ, t P R; the semi-minor axis is ηpρ´ρ´1q{2, and it is aligned with the line iteiσ, t P R.
Because our eigenvalues are real, we restrict our attention to the case σ “ 0 and introduce
natural analogues of (11a) and (11b):
η “ 2γ{pρ` ρ´1q, φ “ ˘π{N, σ “ 0.(17a)
η “ 2γ{pa` a´1q, φ “ 0, σ “ 0,(17b)
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Figure 1. Left: The filter rN (13) with N “ 8 for (11a) (gray) and (11b)
(black) plotted against w “ pξ ´ yq{γ P r´2, 2s. Right: The corresponding
poles (quadrature points) for these filters; the radius of the outer circle is γ.
where a is given by
a “
´
p1` ρN ` ρ´Nq `
a
p1` ρN ` ρ´Nq2 ´ 1
¯1{N
.
The case (17b) has its real poles slightly inside the interval of interest, and we will see in
Proposition 2.4 that the circular filters (11) are limiting cases of the ellipse filters (17), as
ρÑ 8. The filters and their corresponding poles (quadrature points) are pictured in Figure 2
for N “ 8 and ρ “ 1.5.
These filters are related to Chebyshev polynomials. This is readily seen in the special case
η “ 1, y “ 0, φ “ σ “ 0, where zk “ pρe
iθk ` pρeiθkq´1q{2. Recall the identity
TNppb` b
´1
q{2q “ pbN ` b´Nq{2, b ‰ 0,(18)
where TN is the degree N first-kind Chebyshev polynomial, normalized so that TNp1q “ 1.
Applying (18) with b “ ρeiθk , we see that zk is a root of the polynomial TNpξq´pρ
N `ρ´Nq{2
in ξ. In fact,







For a discussion of “Chebyshev filters” in the context of digital filters, we refer interested
readers to [19, Section 13.4–13.6].
Lemma 2.3 (Properties of ellipse filters). Consider the ellipse filters given by (16). We have
W ď ηpρ` ρ´1q{2 ď γ, for both filters in (17).(20a)
If N is even, then
κ̂ “
2pρN ` ρ´Nq
2TNppρ` ρ´1qp1` δq{2q ` ρN ` ρ´N
ă 1 for the filter in (17a),(20b)
κ̂ “
ρN ` ρ´N ` 2
2TNppa` a´1qp1` δq{2q ´ pρN ` ρ´Nq
ă 1 for the filter in (17b).(20c)
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Proof. It is obvious from the expression for wk that |wk| ď ηpρ ` ρ
´1q{p2Nq, so the first
inequality in (20a) follows immediately. The choice of η in (17a) yields ηpρ ` ρ´1q{2 “ γ.
Since a ą ρ and px ` x´1q{2 is an increasing function of x, the choice of η in (17b) yields
ηpρ` ρ´1q{2 ă γ.









ppρeiφqN ` pρeiφq´Nq{2´ TNpe´iσpξ ´ yq{ηq
.(21)
A proof of the last equality for the special case η “ 1, y “ 0, φ “ σ “ 0, follows by viewing
the second expression as a partial fraction expansion of the last, recognizing that (19) holds
in this case. The general case then follows by change of variable.












ρN ` ρ´N ` 2TNppρ` ρ´1qw{2q
, in case (17a),
ρN ´ ρ´N
ρN ` ρ´N ´ 2TNppa` a´1qw{2q
, in case (17b).
(22)






for ξ P ry ´ η, y ` ηs.(23)
Note that rNpξq oscillates between these extreme values on the associated intervals, and has


















These minima in absolute value occur when w “ ˘1. At this stage, it should be clear that
the parameter a ą ρ was chosen to satisfy TNppa` a
´1q{2q “ 1` ρN ` ρ´N , so that
ρN ´ ρ´N




for w “ ˘1.














2TNppρ` ρ´1qp1` δq{2q ` pρN ` ρ´Nq
in case (17a),
ρN ´ ρ´N
2TNppa` a´1qp1` δq{2q ´ pρN ` ρ´Nq
in case (17b).
(25)
Now the equalities in (20b) and (20c) follow directly from (24) and (25). That κ̂ ă 1 in both
cases follows from the facts that κ̂ “ 1 when δ “ 0, and κ̂ is a strictly decreasing function of
δ, because TN is strictly increasing outside of r´1, 1s. 
The limiting cases ρÑ 8 and ρÑ 1 are described in the following result.
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Figure 2. Left: The filter rN (21) with N “ 8 and ρ “ 1.5 for (17a)
(gray) and (17b) (black) plotted against w “ pξ ´ yq{γ P r´2, 2s. Right: The
corresponding poles (quadrature points) for these filters; the semi-major axis













Figure 3. Left: The contraction factors (12b) (gray) and (12c) (black) with
N “ 8, plotted against δ. Right: The contraction factors (20b) (gray) and (20c)
(black) with N “ 8 and ρ “ 1.5, plotted against δ.
Proposition 2.4. Each ellipse filter converges pointwise to its circle filter counterpart as
ρ Ñ 8, except at the poles of the corresponding circle filter. Each ellipse filter converges
pointwise to zero as ρÑ 1, except at finitely many points as described in the proof.
Proof. The results for ρÑ 8 are perhaps most readily seen by considering the convergence,
with respect to ρ, of the quadrature points and weights. For η “ 2γ{pρ ` ρ´1q, we have
ρη{2 Ñ γ as ρ Ñ 8, so the quadrature points and weights (16)-(17a) converge to those
of (10)-(11a). For η “ 2γ{pa ` a´1q, we have ρη{2 Ñ γ{21{N as ρ Ñ 8, so the quadrature
points and weights (16)-(17b) converge to those of (10)-(11b).
We now consider their limits as ρ Ñ 1. It is clear from (22) that the limiting functions
will be zero except at the points where the limiting denominators vanish. For (17a), the
points at which we do not have convergence to zero are ξ “ γ cospθk ` π{Nq ` y. Finally,
for (17b), the points at which we do not have convergence to zero are ξ “ η cos θk ` y, where
η “ 2γ{pa` a´1q and a “ p3`
?
8q1{N . 
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2.3. Summary. Because a straightforward application of the trapezoidal rule (as in Re-
mark 2.2) does not always provide a κ̂ ă 1, we have discussed four other filters.
Filter 1: wk, zk are set by (10) and (11a); Filter 2: wk, zk are set by (10) and (11b);
Filter 3: wk, zk are set by (16) and (17a); Filter 4: wk, zk are set by (16) and (17b).
In the remainder of the paper, we shall proceed under these settings:
zk R ΣpAq,(26a)
N is even,(26b)
rN is set to one of Filters 1, 2, 3, or 4.(26c)
Note that (26a) always holds for Filters 1 and 3. For the remaining two filters, in the event
ΣpAq intersects with the two real poles z0, zN{2, the quantities γ and/or N can be slightly
adjusted to have (26a) hold. Note also that (26b), while not required for key identities such
as (13) and (21), is needed for the identities concerning κ̂. Both (26a) and (26b) are standard
assumptions (cf. [3, 18]) and are not restrictive in practice.
3. Errors in filtered subspace iteration
In the last section, we saw how the eigenvalues of A of interest are filtered to become the
dominant eigenvalues of SN . Repeated application of this operator is a common subspace
iteration technique to target the dominant eigenspace. Such filtered subspace iterations have
been gaining popularity for matrix eigenvalue problems under the name “FEAST iterations”
[3, 25, 32]. We now analyze the convergence of these iterations by standard techniques. We
begin with an identity that applies generally to a bounded linear operator. We will apply it
to SN afterward.
3.1. General subspace iteration. Let W be a (complex) Hilbert space and let B : W ÑW
be a bounded linear operator. Let Υ be a finite set of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity of B
that are isolated from the rest of ΣpBq. Let P be any projector onto the algebraic eigenspace
of B associated to Υ. (P need not be the spectral projection.) We study an inexact subspace
iteration to approximate eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues in Υ. To account for the
inexactness, we consider B̃` “ B ` 4` where 4` : W Ñ W is a bounded linear operator
representing perturbations at step ` of the iteration. The iterations are started using a
given initial finite-dimensional subspace Q0 Ă W . At step `, the inexact subspace iteration
computes the subspace
(27) Q` “ B̃`Q`´1, ` “ 1, 2, . . . .
The following lemma is motivated by the analysis of subspace iteration in [28].
Lemma 3.1. Suppose dimpPQ0q “ dimpranpP qq. Then for each 0 ‰ µ P Υ and 0 ‰ v P W
satisfying Bv “ µv, there is a sequence qp`q, ` “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , such that qp`q P Q` and
v ´ qp`q “
1
µ`






B̃`B̃`´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ B̃1
˙
qp0q.
Proof. Since PQ0 Ď ranP , the assumption dimpPQ0q “ dimpranP q implies that PQ0 “
ranP . Hence there is a qp0q P Q0 such that Pq
p0q “ v. Set qp`q “ µ´`B̃` ¨ ¨ ¨ B̃1q
p0q. Clearly qp`q
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lies in Q`. Moreover,
v ´ qp`q “ v ´ µ´`B`qp0q ` µ´`
”
B` ´ pB̃` ¨ ¨ ¨ B̃1q
ı
qp0q
“ v ´ µ´`B`
“




B` ´ pB̃` ¨ ¨ ¨ B̃1q
ı
qp0q.
Since Pqp0q “ v is an eigenfunction of B`, this simplifies to
v ´ qp`q “ ´µ´`B`pI ´ P qqp0q ` µ´`
”
B` ´ pB̃` ¨ ¨ ¨ B̃1q
ı
qp0q.
The proof is completed by observing that pI ´ P qqp0q “ pI ´ P q2qp0q “ pI ´ P qpqp0q ´ vq. 
Set µ˚ “ radpBpI ´ P qq, the spectral radius of BpI ´ P q in W . The set Υ is a set of
dominant eigenvalues if µ˚ ă |µ| for all µ P Υ. In this case, the inequality of the next lemma
implies a convergence result.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 hold, v and qp`q are as in Lemma 3.1,
and 4` “ 0 for all `. Then for any ε ą 0, there is an integer `0 ě 1 such that for all ` ě `0,












}v ´ qp0q}W .
If in addition B is selfadjoint with respect to the inner product of W, then we may choose
ε “ `0 “ 0.
Proof. We apply Lemma 3.1 with P set to the spectral projector of B associated to Υ. Then
B commutes with P , so B`pI ´ P q “ rBpI ´ P qs` and











}v ´ qp0q}W .















Hence the inequality of the lemma follows. If B is selfadjoint, then BpI ´ P q is also self
adjoint with respect to the scalar product of W and we can instead use µ˚ “ }BpI ´ P q}W
(see e.g. [10, Lemma 5.1.5]) to obtain the stated improvement. 
3.2. Application to filtered subspace iteration. We now proceed to analyze the inexact
subspace iteration applied to the filter SN , or a perturbation of it. One often prefers to
measure these perturbations and convergence rates in a norm different from the norm on H,
hence the following assumption.
Assumption 1. Suppose there is a Hilbert space V Ď H that is dense in H such that E Ď V .
Suppose V is continuously embedded in H, i.e., there is a CV ą 0 such that for all u P V ,
}u}H ď CV}u}V . Suppose also that, for all z in the resolvent set of A, the resolvent Rpzq
satisfies pRpzqv, wqV “ pv,RpzqwqV for all v, w P V , and that V is an invariant subspace of
Rpzq.
We now give three natural and important examples where this assumption holds.
Example 3.3 (V is the whole space). Set V “ H, with p¨, ¨qV “ p¨, ¨qH. In this case it is obvious
that all statements of Assumption 1 hold. l
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Before giving the next example, let us recall that a linear operator L on H is called [22]
positive if pLv, vqH ą 0 for all 0 ‰ v P domL. Recall also that any selfadjoint positive
operator L has a unique selfadjoint positive square root [22, Theorem V.3.35], which we
denote by L1{2. Furthermore, L1{2 commutes with any H-bounded operator that commutes
with L.
Example 3.4 (V is the domain of a positive form). Suppose apu, vq is a densely defined closed
sesquilinear Hermitian form on H and there is a δ ą 0 such that
(28) apv, vq ě δ}v}2H, v P dompaq.
Set
V “ dompaq, }v}V “ apv, vq1{2.
Set the operator A to be the closed selfadjoint operator associated with the form, namely it
satisfies apu, vq “ pAu, vq for all u P dompAq Ď dompaq and all v P dompaq (see the first
representation theorem [22, TheoremVI.2.1] or [30, Theorem 10.7]). Note that, in this case,
A is a positive operator. It is also important to note that, by the second representation
theorem [22, Theorem VI.2.23], the form domain is characterized by dompaq “ dompA1{2q,
and }v}V “ }A1{2v}H for v P V . The strict positivity of a ensures that both A and A1{2 are
invertible on their respective domains.
All statements of Assumption 1 hold in this case. Since a is closed, V is complete. Since
a is densely defined, V “ dompaq is dense in H. Due to (28), V is continuously embedded
in H, with the constant CV “ δ´1{2. The exact eigenspace E is contained in dompAq Ď
dompA1{2q “ V . Since A1{2 commutes with Rpzq, for any v, w P V ,
pRpzqv, wqV “ pA
1{2Rpzqv,A1{2wqH “ pRpzqA
1{2v, A1{2wqH “ pA
1{2v,RpzqA1{2wqH
“ pv,RpzqwqV .
Finally, for any v P V “ dompA1{2q and z in the resolvent set of A, we have
Rpzqv “ pz ´ Aq´1v “ A´1{2pz ´ Aq´1A1{2v .
Since ranpA´1{2q “ dompA1{2q “ V , we see that RpzqV Ď V . This completes the verification
of all statements in Assumption 1. l
Example 3.5 (V is a graph space). Given A, put V “ dompAq Ď H and endow the set V with







, v P V .
Assumption 1 holds in this case. Indeed, since A is closed, the graph norm makes V into a
Hilbert space. Obviously E Ă V and V is continuously embedded into H with CV “ 1. Since
A is selfadjoint, dompAq “ V is dense in H. Since A commutes with Rpzq for any z in the
resolvent set of A, we have Rpzq dompAq Ď dompAq. That pRpzqv, wqV “ pv,RpzqwqV follows
by a minor modification of the argument in Example 3.4. l
Lemma 3.6. Suppose Assumption 1 holds. Let B be a bounded selfadjoint operator on H
and let V be an invariant subspace of B. Suppose B|V , again denoted by B, is also selfadjoint
and bounded in V. Then }B}H “ }B}V .
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Proof. By the representation theorem [22, Theorem VI.2.23], there is a unique positive self-
adjoint operator G whose square root characterizes p¨, ¨qV as follows:
(29) pu, vqV “ pG
1{2u,G1{2vqH, u, v P V “ dompG1{2q.
The operator G1{2 has a bounded inverse G´1{2 : HÑ H with ranpG´1{2q “ V (see e.g., [22,
Theorem V.3.35]). Since any v P V can be written as v “ G´1{2w for some w P H, we have













Since B is bounded in V , we conclude that G1{2BG´1{2 is bounded in H. Furthermore, the
selfadjointness of B in V implies
pG1{2Bu,G1{2vqH “ pG
1{2u,G1{2BvqH
for all u, v P V . Putting u “ G´1{2x and v “ G´1{2y we obtain pG1{2BG´1{2x, yqH “
px,G1{2BG´1{2yqH for all x, y P H. Thus G1{2BG´1{2 “ G´1{2BG1{2, and so BG´1 “ G´1B.
Since B commutes with G´1, it commutes with G´1{2 (again see [22, Theorem V.3.35]).
Hence, G1{2BG´1{2 “ B, so }B}V “ }B}H by (30). 
Lemma 3.7. Suppose Assumption 1 holds. Then S and SN are bounded selfadjoint operators
in V and
}SN}V “ maxt|rNpλq| : λ P Λu,(31)
}pI ´ SqSNpI ´ Sq}V “ supt|rNpλq| : λ P ΣpAqzΛu.(32)
Proof. The filter rN is real-valued on R, and bounded on ΣpAq because of (26a). Therefore,
SN “ rNpAq is bounded and selfadjoint on H, with }SN}H “ supt|rNpλq| : λ P ΣpAqu,
as a result of functional calculus (see, e.g. [30, Theorem 5.9]). This supremum is equal to
maxt|rNpλq| : λ P Λu by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3. Applying a similar argument to p1´rqrNp1´rq
also, we conclude that
}SN}H “ maxt|rNpλq| : λ P Λu,(33)
}pI ´ SqSNpI ´ Sq}H “ supt|rNpλq| : λ P ΣpAqzΛu.(34)
To show that these expressions also give the respective V-norms, we will apply Lemma 3.6.
Since V is an invariant subspace of Rpzq due to Assumption 1, SN maps V into V .
Furthermore, for the filter functions in (26c), the set of quadrature weights and nodes
tpwk, zkq : k “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1u coincides with tpwk, zkq : k “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1u. Hence,









This, combined with the equality pRpzqu, vqV “ pu,RpzqvqV given by Assumption 1, then
yields pSNu, vqV “ pu, SNvqV for all u, v P V . Together with the fact that SN is defined
everywhere on V , this implies, by the Hellinger-Toeplitz theorem [26, Corollary of Theorem
III.12], that SN is a bounded selfadjoint operator on V . Now (31) follows by Lemma 3.6
and (33).
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The symmetry of S in V also follows from the same equality pRpzqu, vqV “ pu,RpzqvqV for











Rpzq dz “ S
because Γ and Γ (when positively oriented) are the same for any contour Γ that is symmetric
with respect to the real line, and S is independent of the choice of Γ, provided that it encloses
Λ and excludes ΣpAqzΛ. Using the Hellinger-Toeplitz theorem again, we conclude that S is a
bounded selfadjoint operator on V . Consequently, pI ´SqSNpI ´Sq is a bounded selfadjoint
operator on V , so Lemma 3.6 and (33) together prove (32). 
With these lemmas, we are now ready to analyze the inexact filtered subspace iteration.
Consider the subspace iteration (27) with B̃` set to S̃
p`q
N “ SN `4`, a perturbation of the
filter B “ SN . Let
(35) S̃
p`q
N “ SN `4`, }4`}V ď ε}SN}V .
Recall that Λ is a finite set (see Section 1) consisting of m isolated points, where we count the
eigenvalues according to multiplicity, and E is the (m-dimensional) span of the corresponding
eigenvectors,
Λ “ tλ1, . . . , λmu, E “ spante1, . . . , emu, Aei “ λiei.










Note that rNpλiq is never zero (see (14) and (24)) and r
˚
N is finite (see (15) and (25)).
Theorem 3.8. Suppose Assumption 1 holds and let Q` be given by (27) with B̃` “ S̃
p`q
N




i }V ď κ
`
i }ei ´ q
p0q





for all ` ě 0 and i “ 1, . . . ,m. Moreover, κi ď κ̂ ă 1 by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3.
Proof. Applying Lemma 3.1 with B “ SN , B̃` “ S̃
p`q



































where s` “ }S
`







N ¨ ¨ ¨ S̃
p1q
N q
“ pSN `4` ´4`qS`´1N ´ pSN `4`qpS̃
p`´1q
N ¨ ¨ ¨ S̃
p1q
N q
“ pSN `4`qD`´1 ´ S`´1N 4`.
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The last equality, together with (35) and d0 “ 0, implies that d` ď p1 ` εqd`´1}SN}V `
ε}SN}
`
V . This immediately allows us to use an induction argument to conclude that d` ď
“




V . Using this estimate for d` in (37), we obtain















Lemma 3.7 yields }SN}V{|rNpλiq| “ βi.
Now it only remains to bound s`. Since I´S is a projection and S commutes with A, pI´Sq
commutes with SN as well, and we have S
`
NpI ´ Sq “ rpI ´ SqSNpI ´ Sqs
`. By Lemma 3.7,
we have s` ď psupt|rNpλq| : λ P ΣpAqzΛuq
` “ pr˚Nq
`, which completes the proof. 
We conclude this section with a few remarks on Theorem 3.8. Consider the situation when
ε “ 0 and V “ H. Then, the estimate of the theorem for Case (a) implies
min
zPQ`
}ei ´ z}H ď αi κ
e
i
where αi “ }ei´ q
p0q
i }H. For finite-dimensional H, this result was stated in [18, Theorem 2.2]
and in [28]. Our generalization covers cases when A has continuous spectrum outside Γ, and
also covers a variety of norms, as Examples 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate. The perturbations 4`
give one way to incorporate the approximations due to discretizations or other inaccuracies.
Note that in the estimate of the theorem, as the iteration number ` increases, the term κ`i
decreases, while p1 ` εq` ´ 1 increases and β`i does not decrease. (Note that βi ě 1.) This
suggests that there might be an optimal value of ` for a given choice of filter (which dictates
κi and βi) and a given discretization scheme (which governs the size of ε). Although reliably
estimating κi and βi may be straight-forward for many filters, sharp estimates for ε will
typically be more difficult to obtain.
4. Discretization errors
When A is a differential operator on an infinite-dimensional space, to obtain numerical
spectral approximations, we perform a discretization to approximate the resolvent of A in
a computable finite-dimensional space. Accordingly, let Vh be a finite-dimensional subspace
of V , where h is a parameter inversely related to the finite dimension, e.g., a mesh size
parameter h that goes to 0 as the dimension increases. Let Rhpzq : H Ñ Vh be a finite-rank






which need not be selfadjoint. In this section, we shall study the error in the eigenspace
approximations due to this discretization.
4.1. Convergence of eigenspace discretizations. Recall that E “ ranS, the exact
eigenspace corresponding to eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λm of A that we wish to approximate. As
we saw previously, the operator SN “ rNpAq was designed to have dominant eigenvalues
rNpλ1q, . . . , rNpλmq strictly separated in absolute value from the remainder of ΣpSNq. Let Θ
be a fixed simple closed rectifiable curve in the complex plane that encloses trNpλ1q, . . . , rNpλmqu
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Then EN “ ranPN is the eigenspace of SN corresponding to its eigenvalues rNpλ1q, . . . ,
rNpλmq. Before we proceed to make the analogous definitions for S
h
N , let us note a simple
fact.
Lemma 4.1. It holds that EN “ E and PN “ S.
Proof. Since dimEN “ dimE “ m, it suffices to prove that E Ď EN . If ei P E is an
eigenfunction of A corresponding to the eigenvalue λi P Λ, then SNei “ rNpλiqei, so ei P EN .
Since PN and S are both orthogonal projectors and have the same range, they are the same
operator. 
In the remainder of this section, we proceed under the following assumption.
Assumption 2. Assume that the operators Rhpzkq and Rpzkq are bounded in V and satisfy
(40) lim
hÑ0
}Rhpzkq ´Rpzkq}V “ 0
for all k “ 1, 2, . . . , N .
To examine a consequence of this assumption, subtract the expression for ShN in (39) from
that of SN . Then
(41) }SN ´ S
h
N}V ď W max
k“1,...,N
}Rhpzkq ´Rpzkq}V Ñ 0
as h Ñ 0 due to Assumption 2. Note that W ă 8 by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3. Let us
recall the standard ramifications of the convergence of operators in norm given by (41)
(see e.g., [22, Theorem IV.3.16] or [2]). Namely, given an open disc enclosing an isolated
eigenvalue of SN of multiplicity `, (41) implies that for sufficiently small h, there are exactly
` eigenvalues (counting multiplicities) of ShN in the same disc. In particular, this implies
that, for sufficiently small h, the contour Θ is in the resolvent set of ShN and encloses exactly















is well defined. Let Eh “ ranPh. Clearly, Ph is the spectral projector of S
h
N corresponding
to the eigenvalues µh1 , µ
h
2 , . . . , µ
h
m. Hence,
(42) dimEh “ m.
Our next result examines the difference between E and Eh. To compare two linear subspaces
M and L of V , it is standard to use the “gap” [22] between M and L, defined by









Here and throughout, for any linear subspace M Ď V , we use UVM to denote its unit ball
tw PM : }w}V “ 1u.
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Theorem 4.2. Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then there is a CN ą 0 and an h0 ą 0
such that for all h ă h0,

















Proof. Consider one of the two suprema in the definition of gapVpEN , Ehq, namely






}e´ Phe}V ď sup
ePUVEN
}pPN ´ Phqe}V .(46)
Note that























Since EN is an invariant subspace of pz ´ SNq
















fl }pSN ´ S
h
Nq|EN }V}e}V .
Returning to (46), we conclude that δh ď CN}pSN ´ S
h
Nq|EN }V , where CN is a bound for the
quantity in square brackets above. Clearly, CN can be bounded independently of h, since
}pz ´ ShNq
´1}V Ñ }pz ´ SNq´1}V .
Thus, by virtue of (41), δh Ñ 0 as h Ñ 0. In particular, for sufficiently small h, we
have δh ă 1. Then, by [22, Theorem I.6.34], there is a closed subspace Ẽh Ď Eh such
that gapVpEN , Ẽhq “ δh ă 1 and dim Ẽh “ dimEN “ m. Because of (42), this implies
that Ẽh “ Eh. Since EN “ E by Lemma 4.1, we finish the proof of (44) by noting that
gapVpE,Ehq “ gapVpEN , Ẽhq “ δh. 










Its natural to ask if gapVpE,Ehq Ñ 0 implies gapHpE,Ehq Ñ 0 as hÑ 0. Let δ
H
h denote the
first of the two suprema above. Since E is finite-dimensional, there is a Cm ą 0 such that
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Thus, if gapVpE,Ehq Ñ 0, taking h sufficiently small, dimpEhq “ dimpEq “ m and δ
H
h ă 1, so
using [22, Theorem I.6.34] as in the previous proof, we may conclude that gapHpE,Ehq “ δ
H
h .






for all h ă h1.
4.2. Convergence of discrete subspace iterates. In practical computations, we use a
finite-dimensional subspace iteration by repeatedly applying ShN . We now show that the
iterates so obtained converge to the above-defined Eh.











h for ` “ 1, 2, . . . . Then there is an





h , Ehq “ 0.
Proof. As we have already seen, by making h sufficiently small, we ensure that the eigenvalues
µh1 , µ
h




N are strictly separated in magnitude from the remaining eigenvalues.
Hence we may choose an ε ą 0 so small that
ε`max
jąm
|µhj | ă min
i“1,...,m
|µhi |
Now, since radpShNpI ´ Phqq “ maxjąm |µ
h
j |, applying Lemma 3.2, we find that, for each
eigenpair pµhi , viq of S
h





(48) }vi ´ q
p`q
i }V ď δ
`






for all ` larger than some `0 ě 1.
Recall from (42) that dimpEhq “ m for sufficiently small h. Together with PhE
p0q
h Ď
Eh and the assumption dimpPhE
p0q
h q “ m, this leads to the equality PhE
p0q
















`Eh “ Eh. In particular, this implies that
dimpE
p`q
h q ě dimpPhE
p`q
h q “ dimpEhq. Hence,
(49) dimpE
p`q
h q “ dimpEhq “ m, ` “ 0, 1, 2, . . . .
Next, we identify one of the two suprema in the definition of gapVpEh, E
p`q








Them eigenvectors vi of S
h





Hence, we may expand an arbitrary vh P U
V
Eh
in this basis and construct an approximation



































If g denotes the minimal eigenvalue of the mˆm Gram matrix of the vi-basis (whose pi, jqth


















which converges to 0 as `Ñ 8 since δi ă 1.





h such that gapVpEh, Ẽ
p`q
h q “ δh,` ă 1. Hence, dimpEhq “ dimpẼ
p`q
h q “ m.












h q “ δh,`,
and the proof is complete since δh,` Ñ 0 as `Ñ 8. 
Remark 4.5. The rate of convergence of the subspace iterates can be quantified in two ways.
One of these uses the numbers δi in (48). However, this rate is asymptotic since it only holds
for sufficiently large iteration numbers `. In contrast, Theorem 3.8 gives another convergence
rate estimate which holds for all `, namely }ei´q
p`q























However, since the upper bound given by Theorem 3.8 does not go to zero as `Ñ 8 when ε
is positive, we were unable to use it in the previous proof.
4.3. Convergence of eigenvalues. Eigenvalue approximations are obtained as Ritz values
of eigenspace approximations. We first recall that any selfadjoint operator A admits the polar
decomposition A “ UA|A| “ |A|UA (see [22, p. 335]), where UA is selfadjoint and partially
isometric, and |A| is selfadjoint and positive semidefinite. As described in [30, §10.2], the
polar decomposition can be used to define the following (possibly unbounded) symmetric
sesquilinear form associated to the operator A:
(51) apx, yq “ pUA|A|
1{2x, |A|1{2yqH
for any x, y in dompaq “ domp|A|1{2q.
Let F Ă dompaq be a closed finite-dimensional subspace of H and letQ be the H-orthogonal
projector onto F . We define AF : F Ñ F by the relation pAFx, yq “ apx, yq for all x, y P F .
We refer to ΣpAF q, the spectrum of the linear operator AF on F , as the set of Ritz values of A
on F . Note that when F “ E Ă dompAq Ă dompaq, the exact eigenspace we wish to approx-
imate, the corresponding projector coincides with S, so we have AE “ S|A|
1{2UA|A|
1{2S|E.
The Ritz values of A on E are precisely the elements of Λ. Its approximation is computed
using the subspaces of Vh generated by the filtered subspace iteration using ShN . Next, we as-
sume that these subspaces are in the form domain. Example 4.7 below illustrates the reason
to consider forms and place this assumption.
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Assumption 3. Assume that Vh is contained in dompaq.
Example 4.6 (Positive operators). Consider the operator A and the form a in Example 3.4.
Here, since A is positive, the factors of the polar decomposition of A are UA “ I and |A| “ A.
Thus dompaq “ domp|A|1{2q “ dompA1{2q. Moreover, V “ dompA1{2q in Example 3.4. Since
Vh Ă V by definition, we conclude that Assumption 3 holds. l
Example 4.7 (A differential operator). To give an example of a partial differential operator
fitting the scenario of Example 4.6, suppose Ω is an open subset of Rd, β : Ω Ñ R is a
bounded positive function, and α : Ω Ñ Cdˆd is a bounded Hermitian positive definite
matrix function. Suppose the smallest eigenvalue of αpxq and βpxq are greater than some
δ ą 0 for a.e. x P Ω. Put H “ L2pΩq and set a by
(52) apu, vq “
ż
Ω




for all u, v in dompaq “ H1pΩq. This is a densely defined closed form. Set A to be the
closed selfadjoint operator associated to the form a, obtained by a representation theorem [30,
Theorem 10.7].
When α and β equal the identity and Ω has Lipschitz boundary, the operator A is a
Neumann operator whose domain satisfies dompAq Ď H3{2pΩq by a result of [21]. Thus
dompAq is strictly smaller than dompaq “ dompA1{2q “ H1pΩq in this case. Therefore, if Vh
is set to the Lagrange finite element subspace of H1pΩq, then Assumption 3 holds. Note that
it is easier to build finite element subspaces of H1pΩq than H3{2pΩq, which is why we did not
require Vh to be contained in dompAq in Assumption 3. l
Example 4.8 (Semibounded operators). Suppose A is lower semibounded, i.e., there is a µ P R
such that pAx, xqH ě µ px, xqH for all x in dompAq. Then, by [30, Proposition 10.5],
(53) domp|A|1{2q “ domppA´ µq1{2q.
An example of such an operator is the operator associated to the form a in (52) when β
no longer satisfies β ą 0, but instead changes sign while remaining bounded on Ω. Then
fixing some µ ă ´}β}L8pΩq, we note that the operator A ´ µ is positive and is the operator
associated with the positive form aµpu, vq “ apu, vq ´ µpu, vqH. Thus, by Example 4.6,
dompaµq “ domppA´ µq
1{2q “ H1pΩq. Hence by (53) we conclude that dompaq “ H1pΩq. l
Remark 4.9. We have already seen that there are two related, but distinct concepts, of the
form associated to an operator (via the polar decomposition as in (51)) and the operator
associated to a form (by the first representation theorem [22, TheoremVI.2.1]). If one begins
with a form a and then considers the operator A associated to it, we can define another form
ã that is the form associated to A. The form ã need not equal a for a general selfadjoint
operator as shown in [16, Example 2.11]). However, a and ã are equal if a is a densely defined
lower semibounded closed form by [30, Theorem 10.7].
Returning to the analysis of eigenvalue approximations for a general selfadjoint A, after
having computed the approximate eigenspace Eh Ă Vh Ă domp|A|1{2q, we compute the
spectrum of the finite-dimensional operator AEh ,
Λh “ ΣpAEhq,
via the following variational eigenvalue problem: find λh P R and 0 ‰ uh P Eh satisfying
apuh, vhq “ λhpuh, vhqH
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for all vh P Eh. Thus, in practice, Λh is computed by solving a small dense generalized
eigenproblem arising from the above equation of forms.
We now examine how the numbers in Λh differ from the exact eigenvalues in Λ. Define the









where distpu, Lq “ infvPL |u´v| for any set L Ă R. Bounds for the Hausdorff distance between
Ritz values under perturbations in the space have been studied for bounded operators [23,
Theorem 5.3] when Ritz values correspond to the top or bottom of the spectrum. Although
we are not able to directly use this result, the following proof is inspired by their arguments.
Unlike [23], we are only interested in an asymptotic estimate, allowing us to be cavalier with
the constants in the estimates for brevity.
Theorem 4.10. Suppose Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 hold. Then there are positive constants
Ca and h1 such that for all h ă h1,
distpΛ,Λhq ď Ca gapHpE,Ehq
2.
Proof. By Theorem 4.2 and (47) we may choose h so small that gapHpE,Ehq ď δ ă 1. Let
P ” S and Q denote the H-orthogonal projectors onto E and Eh, respectively, and put
R “ pP ´Qq2. Since }R}H ď gapHpE,Ehq






converges and defines pI ´ Rq´1{2. Subtracting the first term from this series, we get T “
pI ´Rq´1{2 ´ I. Since p1´ xq´1{2 ´ 1 “ xr
?









}R}nH “ p1´ }R}Hq
´1{2
´ 1 “ }R}Hr
a
1´ }R}H ` p1´ }R}Hqs
´1 ,
which implies
(54) }T }H ď }R}H
”?
1´ δ2 ` p1´ δ2q
ı´1
.
It is standard (see e.g., [22, p. 33]) to use R to define an isometry W “ pI ´ Rq´1{2rQP `
pI ´QqpI ´ P qs on H, which maps E one-to-one onto Eh, and whose inverse is
(55) W´1 “ W ˚ “ rPQ` pI ´ P qpI ´Qqs pI ´Rq´1{2.
Note that the spectrum of AE and the unitarily equivalent WAEW
˚|Eh are identical.
Let D “ WAEW
˚|Eh ´ AEh , a selfadjoint operator on Eh. By [22, Theorem V.4.10],





For f P Eh, we have
pDf, fqH “ apW
˚f,W ˚fq ´ apf, fq “ apPW ˚f, PW ˚fq ´ apQf,Qfq
“ Re apPW ˚f `Qf, PW ˚f ´Qfq.
Observing that (55) implies PW ˚ “ PQpI ´Rq´1{2, we split




pI ´Rq´1{2 ´ I
‰
fq ` Re appPW ˚ `Qqf, pP ´ IqQfq.
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Labelling the two terms on the right as t1 and t2, we proceed to estimate them. The first is
estimated using (54):
|t1| “ |Re appPW
˚














where ca is any constant satisfying |apf, gq| ď ca}f}H}g}H for all f, g P E ` Eh. Before
estimating t2, recall that P commutes with A, so it commutes with |A| and U [22, p.335ff],
and moreover, it commutes with |A|1{2 [22, Theorem V.3.35]. Hence for all x, y P dompaq, we
have appP ´ Iqx, yq “ apx, pP ´ Iqyq. Applying this to t2,
|t2| “ |Re appP ´ IqpPW
˚
`Qqf, pP ´ IqQfq|




H ď ca gapHpE,Ehq
2
}f}2H.
Adding the estimates for |t1| and |t2| and using it in (56), the proof is finished. 
5. A model operator and its discretization
The purpose of this section is to provide an example for application and illustration of
the theory in the previous sections. The specific partial differential operator A considered is
the Dirichlet operator. The specific discretization considered is the DPG discretization. A
practical reason for considering this discretization is that it allows one to approximate Rpzq
by solving a sparse Hermitian positive definite system (even when z ´ A is indefinite) using
efficient iterative solvers. Another practical reason is that it offers a built-in (a posteriori)
error estimator in the resolvent approximation, thus immediately suggesting a straightforward
technique for eigenspace error control. More pertinent to the theory in this paper is the
additional reason that the DPG discretization offers an interesting example that generates a
non-selfadjoint ShN (and yet the Ritz values in Λh converge at double the rate of convergence
of the eigenspace Eh of S
h
N).
5.1. The Dirichlet operator. We focus on a simple model problem with the Laplace op-
erator
H “ L2pΩq, A “ ´∆, dompAq “ tψ P H10 pΩq : ∆ψ P L2pΩqu, V “ H10 pΩq,
where Ω Ă Rd (d “ 2, 3) is a bounded polyhedral domain with Lipschitz boundary. Note that
here V is normed by }A1{2u}H “ } gradu}L2pΩq “ |u|H1pΩq, which is equivalent to H1pΩq-norm
due to the boundary condition. Throughout, we use standard notations for norms (} ¨ }X)
and seminorms (| ¨ |X) on Sobolev spaces (X). The above set operator A is the operator




gradu ¨ grad v dx, u, v P dompaq “ V “ H10 pΩq.
Hence this fits into Example 3.4, so Assumption 1 holds.
To calculate the application of the resolvent u “ Rpzqv, we need to solve the operator
equation pz ´Aqu “ v. In weak form, this equation may be stated as the problem of finding
u P H10 pΩq satisfying
(57) bpu,wq “ pv, wqH for all w P H
1
0 pΩq,
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where bpu, vq “ zpu, vqH ´ apu, vq. Let dpzq denote the distance from z to ΣpAq in C. A
standard resolvent estimate for selfadjoint operators (see, e.g. [22, p. 272]) is
(58) }Rpzqv}L2pΩq ď dpzq
´1
}v}L2pΩq.
As a first step in the analysis, we obtain such an estimate in the V-norm.










Proof. Since the first estimate (58) is standard (see e.g. [22, §V.5]) we focus on proving the














where we have used (58) in the last step. 
The following “inf-sup” condition plays a basic role in the study of any finite element
discretization of problem (57).
Theorem 5.2. There exists a C ą 0 depending only on Ω such that for all v P H10 pΩq,













Proof. Given any v in H10 pΩq, consider the unique w P H
1

























































so the proof is finished using the Poincaré inequality. 
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In view of the inf-sup condition of Theorem 5.2, one possible approach for discretizing
the resolvent Rpzq is by applying the standard Lagrange finite element method to (57).
Its certainly possible to analyze this approximation. However we prefer to solve Hermitian
positive definite systems instead of indefinite operators (like z ´ A). This motivates us to
study a least-squares type finite element method for approximating the resolvent in the next
subsection.
5.2. The DPG resolvent discretization. We now assume that Ω is partitioned by a
conforming simplicial finite element mesh Ωh. As is usual in finite element theory, while the
mesh need not be regular, the shape regularity of the mesh is reflected in the estimates.
To describe the DPG discretization of z ´ A, we begin by introducing the nonstandard
variational formulation on which it is based. We will be brief as the method is described in








On every mesh element K in Ωh, the trace q ¨ n|BK is in H
´1{2pBKq for any q in Hpdiv, Kq.
We denote by xq ¨ n, vyBK the action of this functional on the trace v|BK for any v in H
1pKq.
Next, for any u P H10 pΩq, q P Q and v P H
1pΩhq, set






pzuv̄ ´ gradu ¨ grad v̄q dx` xq ¨ n, v̄yBK

.
This sesquilinear form gives rise to a well-posed Petrov-Galerkin formulation as will be clear
from the discussion below.
For the DPG discretization, we use the following finite element subspaces. Let Lh denote
the Lagrange finite element subspace of H10 pΩq consisting of continuous functions, which
when restricted to any K in Ωh is in PppKq for some p ě 1. Here and throughout P`pKq
denote the set of polynomials of total degree at most ` restricted to K. Let RTh Ă Hpdiv, Ωq
denote the well-known Raviart-Thomas finite element subspace consisting of functions whose
restriction to any K P Ωh is a polynomial in RTppKq “ Pp´1pKq
n ` xPp´1pKq, where x is
the coordinate vector. Then we set Qh “ tqh P Q : qh|K P RTppKq `H0pdiv, Kqu. Finally,
let Yh Ă H
1pΩhq consist of functions which when restricted to any K P Ωh lie in Pp`n`1pKq.
We now define the approximation of the resolvent action u “ Rpzqf by the DPG method,
denoted by uh “ Rhpzqf , for any f P L
2pΩq. The function uh is in Lh. Together with εh P Yh
and qh P Qh, it satisfies
ż
Ω
εh η̄h dx` bhppuh, qhq, ηhq “
ż
Ω
f η̄h dx, for all ηh P Yh,(61a)
bhppwh, rhq, εhq “ 0, for all wh P Lh, rh P Qh.(61b)
The distance between u and uh is bounded in the next theorem. In the theorem, note that
unlike standard finite element methods there is no assumption that h is sufficiently small,
i.e., the method is stable in the pre-asymptotic regime.
Theorem 5.3. Suppose z lies in a bounded set of diameter D in the complex plane. There
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where u “ Rpzqf and q “ gradu.
Proof. The proof proceeds by verifying the sufficient conditions for convergence of DPG
methods known in the existing literature. The result of [13, Theorem 2.1] immediately gives
the stated result, provided we verify its three conditions, reproduced below. The first is the
uniqueness condition
tpw, rq P H10 pΩq ˆQ : bhppw, rq, ηq “ 0, for all η P H
1
pΩhqu “ t0u.(62a)
The second condition is that there are C1, C2 ą 0 such that





for all η P H1pΩhq. The third condition is the existence of a bounded linear operator Πh :
H1pΩhq Ñ Yh such that
(62c) bhppwh, rhq, η ´Πhηq “ 0.
Once these conditions are verified, the estimate of the theorem follows with C{dpzq “
C2}Π}{C1.
It is possible to verify conditions (62a) and (62b) on bhp¨, ¨q using the properties of bp¨, ¨q.
Specifically, using [8, eq. (10b)] and [8, Theorem 3.3], we conclude that the inf-sup condition
for b that we proved in Theorem 5.2 implies an inf-sup condition for bh, namely the lower













Combining with the continuity estimate of bh with C2 “ 1 ` |z|, we obtain that C2{C1 is
Opdpzq´1q. Finally, Condition (62c) follows from the operator constructed in [13, Lemma 3.2]
whose norm is a constant bounded independently of z. 
5.3. FEAST iterations with the DPG discretization. To approximate E, we enclose
the eigenvalues of interest, λ1, . . . , λm, within a circular or ellipsoidal contour Γ, choose any
of the corresponding filters in (26c), and apply the filtered subspace iteration. By bounding
the approximation estimates on the right hand side of the estimate of Theorem 5.3, we can
prove convergence. To this end, we need the next regularity assumption:
Assumption 4. Suppose there are constants Creg, s ą 0 such that the solution u
f P V of the
Dirichlet problem ´∆uf “ f admits the regularity estimate
(63) }uf}H1`spΩq ď Creg}f}V for any f P V .
Suppose also that there is a number sE ě s such that
(64) }uf}H1`sE pΩq ď Creg}f}V for any f P E.
Standard regularity results for elliptic operators (see, e.g. [14, 15]) yield that dompAq Ą
H1`spΩq for some s ą 0 depending on the geometry of Ω. For example, if Ω is convex, we
may take s “ 1 in (63); and if Ω Ă R2 is non-convex, with its largest interior angle at a
corner being π{α for some 1{2 ă α ă 1, we may take any positive s ă α. One can often
show higher regularity when f is restricted to the eigenspace E, which is why we additionally
assume (64). For example, if Ω “ p0, 1q ˆ p0, 1q, all eigenfunctions are analytic, having
the form sinpmπxq sinpnπyq, for any positive integers m,n. These expressions, when viewed
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as functions on the L-shaped hexagon ΩL “ p0, 2q ˆ p0, 2qzr1, 2s ˆ r1, 2s, also yield smooth
eigenfunctions of ΩL. But not all eigenfunctions of ΩL are so regular.
Set ShN by (39) with Rhpzq equal to the DPG discretization of the resolvent. We start the
iterations with a subspace E
p0q
h of the Lagrange finite element subspace Vh “ Lh satisfying
dimpPhE
p0q







h , ` “ 1, 2, . . . .
Theorem 5.4. Suppose Assumption 4 holds. Then, there is an h0 ą 0 such that for all
h ă h0, the subspace iterates E
p`q
h converge (in gapV) to a space Eh satisfying
gapVpE,Ehq ď C h
minpp,sEq(66)
distpΛ,Λhq ď C h
2 minpp,sEq(67)
where C is independent of h (but depends on W, CN , p, dpzkq, λi, Creg, and the shape regularity
of the mesh).
Proof. This proof proceeds by verifying Assumption 2 and applying the prior general results.
For any z P Γ, we apply the estimate of Theorem 5.3 to u “ Rpzqv and uh “ Rhpzqv. Then
we use the standard finite element approximation estimates for the Lagrange and Raviart-
Thomas spaces to get











for r ď p. Throughout this proof, we use C to denote a generic constant with the properties
stated in the theorem, but whose value in each occurrence may differ.
Note that function u “ Rpzqv satisfies (57). Hence by Theorem 5.2, c0pzq}u}H1pΩq ď






for any r ď s. Since q “ gradu and divq “ v ´ zu, the estimate (68) now yields










for r ď minpp, sq. Restricting r “ minpp, s, 1q so that }v}HrpΩq ď C}v}H1pΩq, the regularity
estimate (69) implies that }u´ uh}H1pΩq ď Cdpzq
´2hr}v}H1pΩq, i.e.,
(71) }Rpzqv ´Rhpzqv}H1pΩq ď
C
dpzq2
hminpp,s,1q}v}H1pΩq for all v P V .
This verifies (40) of Assumption 2. Hence by Theorem 4.4, the iterates E
p`q
h of (65) converges
to Eh.
Next, we apply Theorem 4.2, from which (44) follows. To bound the right hand side
of (44), we repeat the argument leading to (71) for v P E, using the enhanced regularity
assumption (64) for the eigenfunctions. Thus we obtain (70) with r “ minpp, sEq. Now,
writing v as a linear combination of a fixed basis of E, viewing it as the solution of a
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Dirichlet problem with an f P E, and using the eigenspace regularity estimate (64) for each
eigenfunction, we obtain }v}HrpΩq ď }v}H1`rpΩq ď C}v}H1pΩq. Thus,
(72) }Rpzqv ´Rhpzqv}H1pΩq ď
C
dpzq2
hminpp,sEq}v}H1pΩq for all v P E
and all z P Γ. Using this bound for the right hand side of (44), the proof of (66) is complete.
Finally, note that Assumption 3 also holds (see Example 4.6). Hence Theorem 4.10,
combined with (66), yields (67). 
Remark 5.5. Consider a variant of (65) where the mesh changes at each iteration, for instance,
in an adaptive algorithm. Then, the mesh size h` varies at each iteration `, and we get






h for ` “ 1, 2, . . . . We may apply Theorem 3.8
to analyze (65), viewing it a perturbed subspace iteration, with 4` “ SN ´ Sh`N . As an
example, consider using Filter 1, for which }SN}V ą 1{2 (by (14) and Lemma 3.7). Then









Such estimates can be extended to incorporate errors in iterative solvers or other linear
algebra errors in computing the action of Rhpzq.
6. Numerical Experiments
We implemented the FEAST iteration with the DPG approximation of the spectral pro-
jector considered in Section 5.2. All numerical experiments are conducted using [1], which
builds a hierarchy of Python classes representing approximations of spectral projectors. The
DPG discretization is implemented using a python interface into an existing well-known C++
finite element library called NGSolve [31]. We do not write out the details of the FEAST
algorithm because they can be found in our public code [1] or in many previous papers (see
e.g., [28, Algorithm 1.1] and [18]). As in these references, we perform the implicit orthogo-
nalization through a small Rayleigh-Ritz eigenproblem at each iteration. In general, it is not
necessary to perform this orthogonalization at every step, but in our experiments reported
below, we do so. The symmetry (about the real axis) of our filter weights and nodes are
exploited so that only N{2 boundary value problems (rather than N) need to be solved per
iteration for Filters 1 and 3. Similarly, only N{2` 2 solves are needed for Filters 2 and 4.
In Subsection 6.1 we study iteration errors for a simple matrix eigenproblem, considering
the implications of Theorem 3.8 concerning eigenvalue errors. Here, the subspace iteration is
started with a random subspace having the dimension of the true eigenspace, and run until
the errors in the eigenvalue approximations are on the order of machine precision. All four
filters are considered for this example. In Subsections 6.2-6.4 we consider convergence rates
with respect to the discretization parameter h for the DPG discretization, illustrating the
estimates in Theorem 5.4. For these experiments, we use Filter 1, start the subspace iterations
with a random subspace of overestimated dimension, and let the algorithm truncate the basis
vectors that generate Ritz values outside of the prescribed contour Γ. We stop the iterations
when successive Ritz values differ by less than 10´9.
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6.1. Iterative convergence for a tridiagonal matrix. We apply the FEAST iteration
on the matrix eigenvalue problem Ax “ λx where A is the n ˆ n tridiagonal matrix having
stencil p´1, 2,´1q. Up to scaling, this matrix arises from a uniform-grid finite-difference
discretization of the 1D Dirichlet Laplace eigenproblem, but in this subsection we shall ignore
the discretization error because our focus is on iterative error. The eigenvalues λj of A, and
corresponding eigenvectors ej, are known explicitly:
λj “ 2´ 2 cospπj{pn` 1qq , rejsi “
a
2{pn` 1q sinpπij{pn` 1qq .
The eigenvectors are scaled so that they have unit length in Rn, }ej}2 “ eTj ej “ 1. We also
introduce the associated energy norm, ~x~2 “ xTAx.
Setting n “ 100 we consider the eigenvalues in the interval py ´ γ, y ` γq, where y “ 1{3
and γ “ 1{18. These eigenvalues, per our above enumeration, are Λ “ tλj : j P Ju where
J “ t18, 19, 20u. We study the performance of the FEAST algorithm when it iteratively
finds Λ. At the `th step, the algorithm computes a basis for the approximate eigenspace
consisting of three unit vectors e
p`q

















Theorem 3.8 is applicable here with 4` “ 0 and with } ¨ }V set to either } ¨ } or ~¨~. It
guarantees that there are q
p`q
j in the span of te
p`q
j : j P Ju satisfying }ej´q
p`q





One might expect }ej ´ e
p`q
j }V to converge similarly, and therefore by (73), λ
p`q
j to converge
to λj at the squared rate κ
2
j . This is precisely the convergence behavior we observe for this
experiment, as described below.
Using N “ 8 and ρ “ 3{2 (as in Figures 1-2), we compute eigenvalue iterative errors
ERR “ ERRp`q “ |λj´λ
p`q
j | and error ratios RAT “ RATp`q “ ERRp`q{ERRp`´ 1q for each
eigenvalue in Λ and each of the four filters. A subset of this data is given in Table 1. The
ratio RATp`q represents the numerically observed contraction rate for the eigenvalue error at
step `. Ratios that agree with the exact contraction constants κ2j to at least four significant
digits are given in bold in the table. This experiment suggests that the iterative error bound
from Theorem 3.8 in the case of zero perturbations may be asymptotically sharp.
As mentioned early on, κi ď κ̂. For this reason, κ̂ is often referred to as the worst-case
convergence factor (see [18, Equation 5.1]). For this example, we have δ “ minλPΣpAqzΛ |y ´
λ|{γ ´ 1 “ |y ´ λ17|{γ ´ 1 « 0.0832, which yields the squares of the worst-case convergence
factors κ̂2 for Filters 1-4 reported in the second column of the table. They clearly over-
estimate the individual squared contraction factors κ2j (in bold). Hence we conclude that κ̂
provides a pessimistic assessment of the practical convergence behavior.
6.2. Discretization errors on the unit square. Set Ω “ p0, 1q ˆ p0, 1q and consider
the circular contour with radius γ “ 40 and center y “ 20. The exact eigenvalues of the
Dirichlet operator of Section 5 within this contour are known to be λ1 “ 2π
2 (of multiplicity
1) and λ2 “ λ3 “ 5π
2 (of multiplicity 2), i.e., Λ “ t2π2, 5π2u. The corresponding exact
eigenfunctions ei for i “ 1, 2, and 3, span E. The well-known expressions for ei show that
they are in HspΩq for any s ą 0, so the estimates of Theorem 5.4 hold with any sE ą 0.
We begin the numerical studies using a coarse triangulation Ωh of Ω whose element diam-
eters are not larger than 1{4. By connecting the midpoints of edges, each mesh triangle can
be split into four congruent sub-triangles, thus refining the mesh to obtain another mesh of
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λ17 λ18 λ19











2 2.947e-04 1.961e-01 2.602e-04 1.573e-01 1.569e-03 1.848e-01
3 3.584e-05 1.216e-01 3.109e-05 1.195e-01 2.321e-04 1.460e-01
4 4.312e-06 1.203e-01 3.706e-06 1.192e-01 3.331e-05 1.435e-01
5 5.187e-07 1.203e-01 4.420e-07 1.193e-01 4.762e-06 1.429e-01
6 6.240e-08 1.203e-01 5.274e-08 1.193e-01 6.803e-07 1.429e-01











2 8.649e-04 1.430e-01 3.859e-04 1.461e-01 1.688e-03 1.367e-01
3 1.106e-04 1.279e-01 5.067e-05 1.313e-01 1.524e-04 9.025e-02
4 1.400e-05 1.266e-01 6.536e-06 1.280e-01 1.299e-05 8.527e-02
5 1.769e-06 1.264e-01 8.401e-07 1.286e-01 1.100e-06 8.470e-02
6 2.236e-07 1.264e-01 1.079e-07 1.285e-01 9.313e-08 8.463e-02











2 5.844e-05 3.820e-02 1.408e-04 4.163e-02 4.597e-04 5.512e-02
3 2.243e-06 3.838e-02 6.015e-06 4.272e-02 1.917e-05 4.171e-02
4 8.627e-08 3.846e-02 2.576e-07 4.283e-02 7.900e-07 4.120e-02
5 3.319e-09 3.847e-02 1.103e-08 4.283e-02 3.254e-08 4.118e-02
6 1.277e-10 3.847e-02 4.726e-10 4.283e-02 1.340e-09 4.118e-02











2 6.353e-05 1.962e-02 2.930e-04 2.135e-02 1.268e-03 6.588e-02
3 1.643e-06 2.587e-02 6.983e-06 2.383e-02 3.510e-05 2.767e-02
4 4.284e-08 2.607e-02 1.689e-07 2.418e-02 9.456e-07 2.694e-02
5 1.117e-09 2.607e-02 4.086e-09 2.419e-02 2.546e-08 2.692e-02
6 2.913e-11 2.607e-02 9.886e-11 2.419e-02 6.854e-10 2.692e-02
7 7.595e-13 2.608e-02 2.392e-12 2.419e-02 1.845e-11 2.692e-02
Table 1. Eigenvalue iterative errors (ERR) and observed contraction rates
(RAT) for each of the eigenvalues Λ “ tλ18, λ19, λ20u and each of the four filters

















































(b) Convergence rates for eigenvalues
Figure 4. Results for the unit square
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λ1 λ2 λ3
h ERR NOC ERR NOC ERR NOC
2´2 4.85e-02 1.34e-02 2.36e-02
2´3 2.01e-02 1.27 2.18e-03 2.61 3.76e-03 2.65
2´4 7.74e-03 1.37 1.97e-04 3.47 2.36e-04 3.99
2´5 3.05e-03 1.34 2.18e-05 3.17 1.48e-05 3.99
2´6 1.21e-03 1.34 2.81e-06 2.96 9.27e-07 4.00
Table 2. Eigenvalue errors (ERR) and numerical order of convergence (NOC)
for the smallest three eigenvalues on the L-shaped domain.
maximal element diameter h{2. Repeating this process, we obtain a sequence of finer meshes.
When the FEAST algorithm using the DPG resolvent approximation of degree p (see Sec-
tion 5.2) exits, it returns approximate eigenpairs pλi,h, ei,hq on each such mesh. The values
λi,h form the set Λh. The span of the functions ei,h is taken to be the computed approximate
eigenspace Eh. Let
(74) δi “ min
0‰ePE
|ei,h ´ e|H1pΩq.
Since δi{|ei,h|H1pΩq ď gapVpE,Ehq, we expect δi to decrease with h per the estimate (66) of
Theorem 5.4. Since E does not consist of finite element functions, instead of computing δi
exactly, we compute and report its approximation δhi obtained by replacing e in (74) by its
interpolant into the finite element space. Our numerical observations indicate that each δhi
goes to 0 at the rate Ophpq for i “ 1, 2, 3. For brevity, we only include one plot showing how




3 behaves for decreasing h in Figure 4a. These results are obtained using
Filter 1 (set by (10) and (11a)) with N “ 8.
We also studied how |λi ´ λi,h| converges. We observed that as h Ñ 0, the eigenvalue
error |λi ´ λi,h| Ñ 0 at the rate Oph
2pq. Each of these errors are bounded by the Hausdorff
distance distpΛ,Λhq, which is displayed in Figure 4b. Clearly, these convergence rates are in
accordance with (67) of Theorem 5.4.
6.3. Convergence rates on an L-shaped domain. The error estimates of Theorem 5.4
are expressed in terms of the worst-case regularity of functions in the eigenspace E to be
approximated. The following example illustrates that, when the eigenspace E associated
with a given filter contains eigenfunctions of different regularities, the convergence rates of
individual eigenfunction and eigenvalue approximations are not necessarily dictated by the
worst-case regularity in E, but may converge according to the regularities of the associated
eigenfunctions.
Let Ω “ p0, 2q ˆ p0, 2qzr1, 2s ˆ r1, 2s be the L-shaped domain. For this domain, the eigen-
values and eigenfunctions are not explicitly known in general, though λ “ pm2 ` n2qπ2 is an
eigenvalue with eigenvector e “ sinpmπxq sinpnπyq for each m,n ě 1, as noted in Section 5.3.
Although we are guaranteed that all eigenfunctions e satisfy e P HspΩq for any s ă 1` 2{3,
the regularity of any particular eigenfunction for this domain cannot generally be determined
a priori.
In [33] the first several eigenvalues for the L-shaped domain are computed to high accu-
racy. The first four of their computed values up to the significant digits reported there are
9.6397238, 15.197252, 19.739209 p2π2q, and 29.521481. We use the first three as the “true
eigenvalues” for our convergence study. We note that λ3 “ 2π
2 and e3 “ sinpπxq sinpπyq, so
the third eigenfunction is smooth. Taking p “ 2, we consider the individual eigenvalue errors
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p D λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ5 λ6
4 5 ´36.8759926 ´24.8609439 ´24.8609244 ´15.1384305 ´14.0895444 ´14.0894693
5 5 ´36.8760274 ´24.8609749 ´24.8609736 ´15.1388526 ´14.0897524 ´14.0897520
6 5 ´36.8760276 ´24.8609775 ´24.8609775 ´15.1388553 ´14.0897540 ´14.0897540
7 5 ´36.8760276 ´24.8609775 ´24.8609775 ´15.1388555 ´14.0897541 ´14.0897541
7 10 ´36.8760276 ´24.8609775 ´24.8609775 ´15.1388555 ´14.0897541 ´14.0897541
Table 3. Eigenvalues corresponding to the bound Schrödinger states.
|λi ´ λi,h|, i “ 1, 2, 3, for a sequence of uniformly refined meshes, as we did for the square
domain, starting with an initial quasi-uniform mesh having characteristic element diameter
h “ 1{4. We use Filter 1, with y “ 15, γ “ 6, and N “ 4 for the FEAST iteration. For each
refinement level h, we record the eigenvalue errors ERR “ ERRphq, and numerical order
of convergence NOC “ NOCphq “ logpERRp2hq{ERRphqq{ logp2q, in Table 2. It is clear
that the three eigenvalue approximations are converging at different rates, with the apparent
convergence order for λ1 being approximately 4{3, which is consistent with e1 having almost
H1`2{3pΩq-regularity. Since p “ 2, the highest convergence order that can be expected is 4,
and the apparent convergence order for λ3 is consistent with this.
6.4. Schrödinger operator. In this experiment, we consider the Schrödinger operator with
a potential V , set by
(75) H “ L2pR2q, A “ ´∆` V, V “ ´50e´px2`y2q
In mathematical physics, the eigenmodes of such operators are of interest, and we are guided
by the known theoretical results there. It follows from [27, Theorem XIII.15] that the essential
spectrum of A is r0,8q, and it is clear that ΣpAq is bounded below by ´50. Away from
the essential spectrum, we search for eigenvalues of finite multiplicity (or localized “bound
states”) along the negative real axis. Because the potential V is negative, there is at least
one negative eigenvalue, and an estimate of Chadan et al. [9, Equation (44)] guarantees that
the joint multiplicity of all negative eigenvalues is finite.
Since it is infeasible to compute on an unbounded domain with finite elements, a standard
approximation technique is to consider A with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions on the
bounded domain r´D,Ds2 for sufficiently large D. Because the essential spectrum of A is
r0,8q and there are finitely many negative eigenvalues, we conclude that the eigenvalues of
the operator restricted to r´D,Ds2 will accumulate at zero only from above as D Ñ 8.
We used Filter 1 with N “ 8 on the circular contour of center y “ ´40 and radius
γ “ 30. Mesh element diameters were constrained to be never more than h “ 0.4. We
performed several experiments varying D and p, starting each one with a subspace spanned
by 10 random vectors. In all cases, the iterations converged to a six-dimensional eigenspace.
The basis functions for this eigenspace, computed in the case D “ 5 and p “ 5, denoted by
e1, . . . , e6, are displayed in Figure 5 in both surface and patch plots. The surface plots of
the eigenfunctions are overlaid with that of the potential well V to illustrate the localized
behaviour of the eigenfunctions. Table 3 reports the corresponding eigenvalues in this case
as well as for higher p. The first and the fourth eigenvalues seem to be simple, while the
remaining eigenvalues seem to be approximating two distinct eigenvalues each of multiplicity
two. Doubling D from 5 to 10 did not change these eigenvalues up to seven significant digits,
as shown in the last row of the table.
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Figure 5. Eigenmodes of the two-dimensional Schrödinger example (plotted
at their corresponding eigenvalue heights and overlayed with the potential well).











4 5  36.8759926  24.8609439  24.8609244  15.1384305  14.0895444  14.0894693
5 5  36.8760274  24.8609749  24.8609736  15.1388526  14.0897524  14.0897520
6 5  36.8760276  24.8609775  24.8609775  15.1388553  14.0897540  14.0897540
7 5  36.8760276  24.8609775  24.8609775  15.1388555  14.0897541  14.0897541
7 10  36.8760276  24.8609775  24.8609775  15.1388555  14.0897541  14.0897541
Table 1. Eigenvalues corresponding to the bound Schrödinger states
remaining eigenvalues seem to be approximating two distinct eigenvalues each of multiplicity
two. Doubling D from 5 to 10 did not change these eigenvalues up to seven significant digits,
as shown in the last row of the table.
Appendix A. Remarks on the Zolotarev filter
In the recent work of [18], the authors build on results of Zolotarev [34] to construct
a rational approximation rZm of type (2m, 2m) of the indicator function ind[ G,G] for the
interval [ G, G], where 0 < G < 1. The number G here is not to be confused with the
operator G in Section 3. More specifically, it is proved in [18, Corollary 4.2] that rZm is the
best uniform rational approximation of type (2m, 2m) for ind[ G,G] on ! = ( 1, G 1] [





| ind[ G,G](x)   rZm(x)| = max|x|G |1   r
Z
m(x)| = max|x| G 1 |r
Z
m(x)| .
The value E 0m is attained at ±G, ±G 1, ±1, and at 4(m   1) other points. The poles of rZm
all lie on the unit circle, and come in conjugate pairs.
It is clear from the above discussion that rZm does not decay at infinity, in contrast to filters
based on the trapezoid rule, for example. The authors of [18] identify this lack of decay
at infinity of rZm as a reason that the trapezoid approach (or a related approach based on
Gaussian quadrature) may yield more rapid FEAST convergence than the Zolotarev approach
Figure 5. Different views of the eigenmodes of the two-dimensional
Schrödinger example. (The first row shows surface plots of the real part of
the eigenmodes at their corresponding eigenvalue heights, overlaid with the
potential well. The se ond row shows patch plots of the same functions.)
Appendix A. Remarks on the Zolotarev filter
In the recent work of [1 ], the authors build on results of Zolotarev [34] to construct
a rational approximation rZm of type p2m, 2mq of the indicator function indr´G,Gs for the
interval r´G,Gs, where 0 ă G ă 1. The number G here is not to be confus d with the
operator G in Section 3. More specifically, it is proved in [18, Corollary 4.2] that rZm is the
best uniform rational approximation of type p2m, 2mq for indr´G,Gs on ω “ p´8,´G
´1s Y









|1´ rZmpxq| “ max
|x|ěG´1
|rZmpxq| .
The value E 1m is attained at ˘G,˘G
´1,˘8, and at 4pm´ 1q other points. The poles of rZm
all lie on the unit circle, and come in conjugate pairs.
I is cl ar from the above discussion that rZm does ot decay at infinity, in contrast t fil ers
based on the trapezoid rule, or example. The aut ors of [18] ide tify th s lack of decay
at infinity of rZm as a reason that the trapezoid approach (or a related approach based on
G ussian quadrature) may yi ld more rapid FEAST convergence than the Zolotarev approac
in some cases. In a footnote, he authors mention a ve tically-shifted version of rZm that





and we consider this variant as well in the discussion below.
The relative gap pG´1 ´Gq{G “ G´2 ´ 1 plays the same role as our relative spectral gap
δ. By shifting and scaling our interval of interest, we can make the identifications γ “ G and
δ “ G´2´1. Having done so, it becomes clear that what is called the worst-case convergence
factor in [18, Equation 5.1] is precisely the contraction factor κ̂ in (8). In Table 4, we provide
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N G (δ) κ̂E κ̂Z κ̂SZ G (δ) κ̂E κ̂Z κ̂SZ
6 1.292e-5 5.126e-4 1.026e-3 2.515e-3 7.377e-3 1.486e-2
12 6.191e-11 1.312e-7 2.625e-7 2.494e-6 2.682e-5 5.363e-5
18 2.728e-16 3.362e-11 6.725e-11 2.247e-9 9.819e-8 1.964e-7
24 0.50 1.178e-21 8.613e-15 1.723e-14 0.75 1.976e-12 3.595e-10 7.191e-10
30 (3.000) 5.052e-27 2.206e-18 4.413e-18 (7.778e-1) 1.724e-15 1.316e-12 2.633e-12
60 7.221e-54 2.434e-36 4.869e-36 8.523e-31 8.665e-25 1.733e-24
80 9.269e-72 2.599e-48 5.198e-48 5.381e-41 6.557e-33 1.311e-32
6 3.127e-2 2.796e-2 5.748e-2 4.771e-2 3.533e-2 7.324e-2
12 4.247e-4 3.700e-4 7.397e-4 1.013e-3 5.838e-4 1.167e-3
18 5.187e-6 5.030e-6 1.006e-5 1.934e-5 9.966e-6 1.993e-5
24 0.88 6.143e-8 6.840e-8 1.368e-7 0.90 3.572e-7 1.702e-7 3.404e-7
30 (2.913e-1) 7.190e-10 9.302e-10 1.860e-9 (2.346e-1) 6.516e-9 2.907e-9 5.814e-9
60 1.526e-19 4.326e-19 8.652e-19 1.265e-17 4.226e-18 8.452e-18
80 5.460e-26 2.597e-25 5.194e-25 1.978e-23 5.423e-24 1.085e-23
6 4.001e-1 1.362e-1 3.155e-1 8.916e-1 3.578e-1 1.114
12 8.704e-2 7.458e-3 1.481e-2 6.643e-1 4.230e-2 8.116e-2
18 1.737e-2 4.506e-4 9.017e-4 4.447e-1 5.829e-3 1.173e-2
24 0.98 3.346e-3 2.741e-5 5.481e-5 0.998 2.828e-1 8.268e-4 1.652e-3
30 (4.123e-2) 6.316e-4 1.667e-6 3.335e-6 (4.012e-3) 1.757e-1 1.178e-4 2.356e-4
60 1.370e-7 1.390e-12 2.780e-12 1.481e-2 6.936e-9 1.387e-8
80 4.875e-10 1.231e-16 2.463e-16 2.769e-3 1.050e-11 2.100e-11
6 9.882e-1 5.928e-1 2.911 9.988e-1 7.732e-1 6.819
12 9.552e-1 1.106e-1 1.992e-1 9.954e-1 2.069e-1 3.429e-1
18 9.042e-1 2.307e-2 4.723e-2 9.897e-1 5.533e-2 1.171e-1
24 0.9998 8.400e-1 5.086e-3 1.012e-2 0.99998 9.818e-1 1.588e-2 3.126e-2
30 (4.001e-4) 7.680e-1 1.136e-3 2.275e-3 (4.000e-5) 9.719e-1 4.670e-3 9.384e-3
60 4.222e-1 6.439e-7 1.288e-7 8.970e-1 1.080e-5 2.161e-5
80 2.663e-1 4.413e-9 8.827e-9 8.312e-1 1.896e-7 3.971e-7
Table 4. Worst-case convergence factors, κ̂E, κ̂Z , κ̂SZ , for (17b) and the reg-
ular and shifted Zolotarev filters, for various values of G (with δ “ G´2 ´ 1
given in parentheses). We have taken ρ “ 1.01 for κ̂E, and N “ 2m.
a comparison of the contraction factors related to the ellipse filter (17b), with those related
to rZm and r
SZ
m . More specifically, we compare
κ̂E “










1´ p1´ p´1qmqE 1m
.(76)
The comparisons in Table 4 are done for various values of G and N “ 2m, and include the
values of G and m that appear in [18, Table 1]. For κ̂E there is no optimal value of ρ, so we
choose ρ “ 1.01, similar to the choice S “ 1.01 in [18, Table 1] for many of the ellipse-based
filters they consider. We see that the Zolotarev contraction factors tend be smaller than κ̂E
for G ě 0.9, but the reverse holds for more modest G. We also see that it is possible for κ̂SZ
to exceed 1 when G is sufficiently close to 1 and m is odd.
Remark A.1. In [18, Corollary 4.2], upper and lower bounds are provided for E 1m based
on similar results from [24] for errors in the rational approximation of the sign function.
Although these bounds hold for nearly all cases considered in Table 4, they are not valid in
general. More specifically, the bounds given in [18, Corollary 4.2] imply that, for any fixed
m, 1 ď limGÑ1E
1
m ď 2. But it is clear that E
1
m ď 1{2 for all m P N and 0 ă G ă 1, because
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the best rational approximation of type p2m, 2mq is certainly not worse than the constant
approximation 1{2. In [5], the authors also note the mistake in these bounds, and related
bounds in a few other papers, and identify and correct the source of these mistakes.
The incorrect bounds on E 1m are used to establish an upper-bound on κ̂
Z , and it appears
that this upper bound is used in [18, Table 1] to provide the given values of κ̂Z . This explains
the (typically slight) discrepancy between some of their reported values of κ̂Z and the ones
we report.
Remark A.2. Although the focus of our analysis is on the circle and ellipse filters considered
in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3, Lemma 3.7 and Theorem 3.8 apply to more general to rational filters
of the form






where zk R ΣpAq and wN P R, provided the strict separation condition (7) holds. This more
general form includes Zolotarev filters, for example.
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